
Players play 3v3 with a rover. The rover ( ) is always on offense.
Whichever team has the puck, the rover plays with them. On any
transition, the rover switches to the other team always creating 4v3
opportunity.

Key Points

Works on transition, puck possession, power play/penalty kill,

communication and team play.

Set up two pucks below the goal line, one on each side of the net,

and another puck between the hashmarks. A shooter starts with

a puck between the top of the crease and the hash marks.

The shooter attacks the net and tries to score with the �rst puck.

The shooter chooses one of the pucks below the goal line for a

second attempt.

The shooter then loops out to the hash marks for a third and

�nal attempt on net.

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Dave Peterson, Annual CCM HP Dave Peterson Goalie
Camp

Key Points

Emphasize compete level by establishing outcomes for number

of goals vs saves.

Discuss shot angle to teach importance of positioning and

depth.

HCF 10U Week 17

Odd man situations, PK- active stick, head on swivel

3v3 With Rover 8 mins

.

3 Puck Showdown 0 mins



Set up course as shown (1- more beginner, 2- more advanced). Player 
starts a full arm and sticklength ahead of  . On whistle/"go"   

races around tires (can be cones), to cone and backwards back to
goal line.  is trying to catch and tag the other player with their hand
before getting back to the goal line. Multiple setups depending on skill
level of players .
Progressions:

For beginner skaters can skate forwards the entire time

Add pucks/rings to players around the cones

Key Points

Proper skating technique, especially around turns. 

Encourage players to decide their own route

Working two pucks around the outside. Can start with one puck

for younger skaters.

Progressions:
Increase numbers of pucks in play

Identify two players to play 1v1 keep away in the middle of the

circle while players continue to pass around the battle

In the middle a 1 on 1 trying to get in the position to receive the

pass and move it to another player. Then proceed to the second

puck, receive the pass and move it to another player. Following

this go back to the �rst puck to continue drill (shown).

Key Points

Establish eye contact/communicate for passes.

Maintain body position infront of the opposition player.

Offense- moving to become an option, good target.

Defense- head on swivel, good body positioning (between puck

and opponent)

Play 2v2 and change on the whistle every 45 seconds.
Progression: Playes can score on either net

Key Points

Can focus on changes and players need to tag teammates before

they can join play

Game time!

Follow the leader race 7 mins
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1 vs Many in Circle 7 mins

1v1/2v2 Tight Space 7 mins



The goal of the game is for the offense to connect on 4 consecutive passes in a
row. If they do, they win and attack for a shot on goal. 2 versions are shown,
Corner to Half Wall (left) and Point to Half Wall (right).
Progressions:

If offensive is struggling have defensive player play with stick upside

down

Require more/less passes depending on skill

Make playing area smaller

Variation is create a triangle high in the zone (example on right)

Corner to Half Wall 2 vs 1 | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-
1?
position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4>

Key Points

Head up, moving to open spaces, communication

Use the boards to make bank passes

Can play in various zone sizes. Two defensive players start in front of
the net and play four consecutive 3v2s.  1 starts with �rst puck and
passes to any of the four lines to add a player, who then adds a third
player from any line to create 3v2. Play it out, one shot and one
rebound. If defensive players get puck make a tape to tape pass to
coach. Repeat with  2 starting with the puck, then 3 then 4. 
Progression: Players can pass puck to own line to add a player.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkFWisY-Rps

Key Points

Defensive reads and communication

Attacking the net to create offense, crash the net for a rebound

Coach draws line to split the zone in two. Players play a small area game
that is always 2v2 or 3v3 with the parameter that offensive is always
2v1 or 3v2. One player from each team is designated to always stay on
the offensive side of the half line. On the defensive side, have the player
who is not allowed back into the defensive zone always be ready to get
open for a clearing pass. 
Progression

Instead of designating one player to stay on their offensive side

make players read and react so last person has to stay

Be responsive to amount of players and availability of ice.

Key Points

Using man advantage to gain high scoring chances, moving to be

a good passing/shooting option

Defensive side try to prevent pass across and let goalie take shot

Half Wall 2v1 7 mins

Star�sh 3v2 7 mins
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Always Odd Man (2v1, 3v2, 4v3) 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-1?position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4


Half ice battle in zone.

3  's on Offense vs 2  's. The objective is for  's to gain puck
control and move to their team on the other side.
For tighter area and more decisions drill must stay below tops of
cirlces.

Key Points

Transition from O to D, be ready!

3 vs 2 Zone Battle 10 mins
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